Television Talent Release Agreement
This agreement, dated _________________________, shall constitute the understanding between
_____________, of ________________ (the "Producer") and _____________, of ________________
(the "Participant") with respect to the reproduction of the performance or production
___________________________ (the "Performance").
The parties hereby agree as follows:
The Participant agrees the Producer shall have and hereby grants to the Producer the full and exclusive
right to reproduce or cause or permit to be reproduced the Performance and further grants to the
Producer the right to use his/her likeness in connection with said Performance. “Reproduction” means
any mechanical or digital rendition or recording of the Performance, including, but not limited to,
reproduction by analog or digital photograph, audiotape or videotape.

2.

Participant agrees that the Producer shall have and grants to the Producer the full, exclusive and

complete ownership of any reproduction of the Performance which reproduction shall be deemed to be
the sole property of the Producer. The participant further agrees that, if a copy of the program,
Performance is furnished, there will be no modifications, edits or reproductions of the program, nor will
there be commercial or non- commercial use of the program produced and compiled by the Producer
without written permission from the Producer.

3.

The Producer agrees that it will not release any reproduction of the Performance for use by a

third party without the written consent of the participant or of his/her personal representative.

4.

This agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties concerning reproduction

and shall be governed by the law of the State of ___________. Any modification of this agreement shall
be in writing and signed by both parties.
AGREED AND ACCEPTED:
________________________________________
(PARTICIPANT'S PRINTED NAME)

____________________________________
(PARTICIPANT’S SIGNATURE)

_________________________________________

_____________________________________

(PARENT/ LEGAL GUARDIAN’S PRINTED NAME)

(PARENT/ LEGAL GUARDIAN’S SIGNATURE)

___________________________________
(PARTICIPANT’S PHONE NUMBER)

___________________________________
(COMPANY PHONE NUMBER)

__________________________________________

________________________________________

(COMPANY/PHOTOGRAPHERS PRINTED NAME)

(COMPANY/PHOTOGRAPHER'S SIGNATURE)
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__________________ (Participant’s signature)

________________ (Participant’s Printed Name )

_________________ (Participant’s Phone number)
__________________(Parent/guardian signature)

_________________ (Parent/Guardian’s Printed Name)

__________________(Producer Signature)

_________________ (Producer’s Printed Name)
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